
Can you complete all 31 days? 

Mix things up if the activity doesn't

suit you on that day!

sasp_somerset SASPsomerset SASPsomerset

Active Advent Challenge!

www.sasp.co.uk

MON

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

Aerobic Mondays routine

Star Jumps - Run on spot high knees - Step ups on stair - Eric and

Ernies - Jumping Squats - Air Skipping (skip with an imaginary

rope) - “Right / Left” punches to an imaginary bag
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Stretch & flex

Wednesday!

Online Yoga

Shoe basketball!

Seated or standing

Walk, Run, Cycle 

or Swim for at least 

25 minutes

Hula Hoop!

Chill out day!

Decorate the Tree

(or trees)

Aerobic Mondays

 Week 1

10x Repetitions

Use tennis balls 

or anything similar to play

carpet bowls

Walk, Run, Cycle 

or Swim for at least 

30 minutes 

Learn to 

Juggle 3 balls!

Chill out day!

 Walk to the shop for extra

food & drink if required!

Play seated 

Volleyball with a balloon

or Beach Ball

Aerobic Mondays 

Week 2

15x Repetitions

Aerobic Mondays

Week 3

20x Repetitions

Stretch & flex

Wednesday!

Online Pilates

With a balloon or

beach ball, play

“keepy uppy” 

Walk, Run, Cycle 

or Swim for at least

35 minutes

Learn a novelty 

Dance Move e.g.

Moonwalk, or The Robot

Chill out day!

Plan a route for your

Boxing Day walk  

Stretch & flex

Wednesday!

Online Yoga

Stretch & flex

Wednesday!

Online Pilates

Chill out day! 

Complete the washing up

& recycle wrapping paper

Use a tennis ball or

similar make 45 rebound

catches from a wall

Using anything that

comes to hand to set

up an obstacle course 

Play a game of

Boule with sprouts 

Aerobic Tuesday 

this week! Week 4  

25 x Repetitions 

Repeat your

favourite Yoga or

Pilates workout

Using a ball or 

similar, play 

'Piggy in The Middle'

Walk, Run, Cycle 

or Swim for at least

40 minutes

Eat, drink & be Merry!

Countryside walk! 

Take your family/friends

for some fresh air

Party time! 

Make sure you are

dancing by midnight!



Active Advent Challenge!

www.sasp.co.ukSASPsomerset SASPsomersetsasp_somerset

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

AEROBIC MONDAY'S ROUTINE!

Star Jumps

Run on the spot

High knees

Step ups on

stair

Eric & Ernies

Jumping

Squats

Air Skipping 

(skip with an

imaginary rope)

“Right / Left” 
(punches to an

imaginary bag)
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Can you complete all 31 days? 

Mix things up if the activity doesn't suit you on that day!

Stretch & flex Wednesday! Online Yoga (Approx. 20 mins)

Online Yoga Recommend: 'Let It Go Yoga Flow - Yoga With Adriene'

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

sasp_somerset

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

If it snows you may swap any day for snowman

building, snowball fighting or sledging!
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Shoe basketball! Seated or standing

Take a shoe off and balance it on your foot. Flick it into a waste paper bin or similar. 

Make it a competition with colleagues or family!

Walk, Run, Cycle or Swim for at least 25 minutes 

(you may break it into 2 sessions if needed)

Hula hoop!

Beg, borrow or buy a hoop.  

Learn tricks using you hands, feet, neck and of course waist

Chill out day!

Decorate the Tree (or trees)
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Learn to Juggle 3 balls!

Google “3-Ball Juggling Tricks With Niels Duinker” for a tutorial (other tutorials are available!)

Stretch & flex Wednesday! Online Yoga (Approx. 25 mins)

Online Yoga Recommend: 'Yoga With Adriene - Yoga for your lunch break'

Use tennis balls or anything similar to play carpet bowls

Make up your own rules, use walls and obstacles if you like.

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

sasp_somerset
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TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN
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Walk, Run, Cycle or Swim for at least 30 minutes 

(you may break it into 2 sessions if needed)

Chill out day!

Check you have sufficient seasonal food & drink. Walk to the shop for extra if required!

Aerobic Mondays: Week 1

10x Repetitions

Play a game of seated Volleyball with a balloon or Beach Ball. 

Either in the office or at home. Make up your own rules!

Star Jumps - Run on spot high knees - Step ups on stair - Eric and Ernies - Jumping Squats -

Air Skipping (skip with an imaginary rope) - “Right / Left” punches to an imaginary bag
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Chill out day!

Plan the route for the walk you will take on Boxing day. 

If you are struggling for inspiration check out the SASP Website – Getting Outside

Stretch & flex Wednesday! Online Pilates (20 minutes)

Recommend: 'Core & Ab Pilates Home Workout | 20min REAL TIME workout'

Use a tennis ball or similar make 45 rebound catches from a wall

15 with 2 hands, then 15 throw right catch left then 15 left to right

Walk, Run, Cycle or Swim for at least 35 minutes 

(you may break it into 2 or more sessions if needed)

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

sasp_somerset
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Aerobic Mondays: Week 2

15x Repetitions

Star Jumps - Run on spot high knees - Step ups on stair - Eric and Ernies - Jumping Squats -

Air Skipping (skip with an imaginary rope) - “Right / Left” punches to an imaginary bag

With a balloon or beach ball, play “keepy uppy”

On your own or with office/family. Count the touches or time how long. 

Learn a novelty Dance Move 

(Moonwalk, robot dance, water sprinkler etc.) Use YouTube to find available tutorials
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Stretch & flex Wednesday! (15 minutes)

Recommend: '15min Thighs & Cardio AT HOME PILATES *toning leg burner*'

Walk, Run, Cycle or Swim for at least 40 minutes 

(you may break it into 2 or more  sessions if needed)

Eat, Drink and be Merry!

But remember, You have a walk tomorrow!

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

sasp_somerset
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Aerobic Mondays: Week 3

20x Repetitions

Star Jumps - Run on spot high knees - Step ups on stair - Eric and Ernies - Jumping Squats -

Air Skipping (skip with an imaginary rope) - “Right / Left” punches to an imaginary bag

Using anything that comes to hand to set up an obstacle or slalom course

Ideas: Football, Basketball or even Egg & Spoon style dribble around.

Play a game of Boule with sprouts 

(the more you lose the less you have to eat)

Countryside walk! 

Take your family/friends for some fresh air, go to the hills, a beach, waterside etc.
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Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge

sasp_somerset

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI
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Repeat your favourite Yoga or Pilates workout!

Chill out day!

Complete the washing up! Recycle wrapping paper

Aerobic Tuesday this week! 

Week 4

25 x Repetitions 

Star Jumps - Run on spot high knees - Step ups on stair - Eric and Ernies - Jumping Squats -

Air Skipping (skip with an imaginary rope) - “Right / Left” punches to an imaginary bag

Using a ball suitable for your surrounding play a game of 'Piggy in The Middle'

2 or more players must pass a ball to one another, 

while a player in the middle attempts to intercept it.

Party time! 

Make sure you are dancing by midnight!

Use our hashtag to share your photos and videos:  #ActiveAdventChallenge
We would love to see what you have been up to!


